Start with a square (8.5in from computer paper works well). If you’re using colored paper, start with the white side up and fold in half so you get a rectangle.

Fold the top half of the shape down and to the right (it will look a little weird).

Unfold to a square, then fold in half the other way so you get a rectangle.

Now fold the top down and to the left until you get a square.

Unfold to the white square and fold two corners to the middle.

Take only the top layer of the bottom point and fold it under and inside the pocket.
For a Panda Bookmark, fold your bookmark using white paper. You'll also need a little black paper, some scissors, and glue. A black marker will make the eyes more easily, but isn't necessary.

Put the glue on the back of the bookmark.

On the front, either draw or add the cut out pieces for the nose and eye. Size is a preference and mis-matching is cute!

Once your bookmark is folded, cut out your ears. They can be more round than these, but be sure to leave enough space at the bottom to glue them on the back of the bookmark.

Tada! Your very own Panda Book Buddy!